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11 APPENDIX A – JOB STOCK
CHANGES IN MELBOURNE, SYDNEY
AND BRISBANE
The six geographic areas subject to the analysis are defined as follows.


Greater Melbourne = Melbourne Statistical Division.



Inner Melbourne = former municipalities of Melbourne, Fitzroy,
Collingwood, Richmond, Prahran, St. Kilda, South Melbourne and
Port Melbourne.
Greater Sydney = Sydney Statistical Division.
Inner Sydney = municipalities of Sydney, South Sydney,
Woollahra, Leichhardt, North Sydney and Mosman.
Greater Brisbane = Brisbane Statistical Division.
Inner Brisbane = Brisbane City Inner Ring-City Core, that is,
suburbs of Bowen Hills, Brisbane City, Dutton Park, Fortitude
Valley, Herston, Highgate Hill, Kangaroo Point, Kelvin Grove,
Milton, New Farm, Newstead, Paddington, Red Hill, South
Brisbane, Spring Hill, West End and Woolloongabba.






These areas are shown indicatively in Figure A1 overleaf. The maps
show metropolitan boundaries at 1996.
Table A1 shows that job stock in the greater metropolitan areas of
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane increased significantly in the ten
years to 1996. However, Inner Melbourne’s job stock increased
marginally between 1986 and 1996, in contrast to the inner regions of
Brisbane and Sydney which experienced strong job growth.
Table A1: Overview of Job Stock
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Number of Jobs in Selected Areas, 1986 - 1996

1986
Melbourne Inner
Sydney Inner
Brisbane Inner
Greater Melbourne
Greater Sydney
Greater Brisbane

360,932
382,126
136,681
1,065,894
1,253,306
406,094

1996
361,869
401,655
172,305
1,253,938
1,511,454
601,912

No.
937
19,529
35,624
188,044
258,148
195,818

Change
%
0.3%
5.1%
26.1%
17.6%
20.6%
48.2%

Annual Ave.
0.0%
0.5%
2.3%
1.6%
1.9%
4.0%

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 1986 and 1996 Census of Population and Housing, Industry by Work Destination.
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Figure A1: The Eastern Seaboard Capitals and their Inner Areas
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Job growth in Brisbane’s inner area between 1986 and 1996 accounted
for 18.2% of total metropolitan growth. In Sydney the figure is 7.6%
and Melbourne 0.5%.
It is important to note, however, that the five-year period 1991-96 was
significant for inner Melbourne in that the region experienced a
reversal of previous trends of absolute job losses. Job stock in inner
Melbourne declined for much of this century, especially since the
1950s. Between 1971 and 1991, for example, the number of jobs in
inner Melbourne decreased from 381,357 to 359,295 representing a
reduction of 22,062 jobs or -5.8%.
The long term decline in inner Melbourne jobs is attributed to
suburbanisation of population and economic activity and structural
economic change which resulted in the decline of labour-intensive
sectors, especially in manufacturing.
Between 1991 and 1996 however, the job stock in inner Melbourne
increased by 2,574, compared to a fall of 1,637 jobs in the previous five
years.
Figures A2 and A3 show the composition of jobs in the inner cities and
metropolises under examination in 1996. The charts show that the
economies of the inner cities differ from the wider metropolitan
economies in a number of ways.
The biggest employers in the inner city economies are generally
property & business services, finance & insurance and to a lesser
extent health & community services, retail, government administration
& defence and manufacturing.
The biggest employers in the greater metropolitan economies are
manufacturing, retail, property & business services, health &
community services and to a lesser extent education and wholesale
trade.
The inner city of Sydney is a step above its Melbourne equivalent in
finance & insurance and property & business services. On the other
hand inner Melbourne leads significantly in health & community
services. The smaller inner Brisbane region has a commensurately
smaller jobs base in most industries.
It is no surprise that the biggest of the three cities considered here,
Sydney, leads or is on equal terms with Melbourne in most sectors
when absolute job numbers are considered except for manufacturing,
where the southern city has significantly more jobs.
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Figure A2 – Inner City Job Stock Structure
Structure of Jobs in Inner Cities, 1996
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 1986 and 1996 Census of Population and Housing,
Industry by Work Destination.

The relative strengths of the inner cities correspond to the relative
strengths of the wider metropolitan areas, and visa-versa.
Manufacturing is relatively strong in Melbourne’s inner city and it is
also strong at the metropolitan level. Similarly, finance & insurance
and property & business services emerge as key sectors at both the
inner city and metropolitan levels for Sydney. For Brisbane,
government administration & defence and health & community
services are relatively strong at both spatial levels.
Figure A4 shows that inner Melbourne has generated many new jobs
in ‘growth’ industries and shed jobs in a range of economic sectors.
Between 1986 and 1996, inner Melbourne experienced significant job
growth in:
 property & business services (+ 27,254 jobs);
 cultural & recreational services(+ 7,561); and
 accommodation, cafes & restaurants (+ 6,353).
In this time, inner Melbourne lost a significant number of jobs from:
 manufacturing (- 15,726);
 government administration & defence (- 11,050);
 transport & storage (- 10,408); and
electricity, gas & water supply (- 8,114).
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Figure A3 – Metropolitan Job Stock Structure
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 1986 and 1996 Census of Population and Housing,
Industry by Work Destination.

Figure A4: Change in Inner Melbourne’s Job Stock
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The bulk of inner Melbourne’s job growth was in a narrow band of
sectors - mainly service and leisure/tourism activities - and losses
were spread across production, government, transport and utility
sectors. Melbourne’s inner city economy is specialising in service and
leisure sectors. In other words, it appears that inner Melbourne is
developing an economy with employment strengths in globally
focussed industries and is doing so whilst building quality lifestyle
environments for knowledge workers.
Greater Melbourne is similarly growing those industries that are
prospering in the inner city. Industries driven by suburban population
growth are complementing such growth (eg. retail trade, community
services, recreational services). A significant decline in job stock was
experienced in only the government (- 14,822) and utility (- 12,811)
sectors across the metropolitan area.
Greater Melbourne’s key job generating sectors between 1986 and 1996
were:
 property & business services (+ 63,657);
 retail trade (+ 31,828);
 health & community services (+ 25,982);
 accommodation, cafes & restaurants (+ 17,023);
 cultural & recreational services (+ 15,450); and
 wholesale trade (+ 12,499).
These compositional changes are also evident in the inner city and
metropolitan regions of Sydney and Brisbane but with minor
variation.
At the metropolitan level, ‘culture and recreation’ grew more rapidly
in Melbourne than in Sydney. Melbourne also distinguished itself by
the slower rate of decline in manufacturing and the sharper decline in
Government employment.
For its part, Sydney enjoyed faster growth in education and personal
services by comparison with Melbourne. Metropolitan Sydney
experienced marginal growth in finance and insurance while a fall was
recorded in Melbourne.
In line with its rapid population growth, Brisbane recorded growth
across all sectors with exceptions of mining and utilities. Of particular
note was the strong growth in property and business services,
accommodation and cafes, and culture and recreational services.
Perhaps the most remarkable feature for metropolitan Brisbane was
the growth in manufacturing jobs while the other two cities
experienced falls.
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The data suggests that the inner city regions of Melbourne, Sydney
and Brisbane have developed strong business and lifestyle economies.
Melbourne’s inner city can be distinguished as a cultural centre.
Sydney has continued its development as a key node for business and
living and inner Brisbane is starting to ‘come of age’ in terms of inner
city lifestyle and culture. Another notable trend is the declining
importance of government to job stock in the inner cities of Melbourne
and Sydney whereas this sector remains more important for inner
Brisbane.
The metropolitan economies are showing similar signs of change.
Greater Melbourne and Sydney’s job stock increased in service,
lifestyle and consumption sectors and declined in utility and
government sectors. Significantly, Melbourne largely held its ground
on manufacturing, recording a modest decline in that sector’s job
stock. Sydney however experienced significant decline in
manufacturing and sharpened its specialisation in business services
and associated lifestyle activities.
Greater Brisbane is ‘catching up’ on a number of fronts. That city’s
change in job stock mirrors Sydney’s to a certain degree but also with
gains in manufacturing and the continuing importance of government
to overall jobs. Jobs are increasing in population driven industries in
the rapidly growing Queensland capital.
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12 APPENDIX B - ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS INDICATORS
See attached spreadsheet.
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13 APPENDIX C – MELBOURNE’S
RELATIVE COMPETITIVENESS

Economic Driver

Stable government and
judicial institutions

Economic Indicator

Political risk index

Country risk

Bureaucracy index

Legal framework

Credit rating

Independent anticorruption institutions

Corruption index

Area Used to Represent
Melbourne’s Economic
Region



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
9 Australia


9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
9 Australia
 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
9Australia


9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Comparative
Geographic Areas

 Domestic capitals
 Australian states
 International cities
9Other countries



9



9



9



9



9

Existence of anti –
corruption institutions

Independent industry
regulators

Cost of natural gas

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Score of
Competitiveness




9




9



9





9





9




9

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia
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9


Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries




9


Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
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Cost of water

Cost of electricity

Cost of
telecommunications

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

9 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
 Australia


9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia



9


Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

 Domestic capitals
 Australian states
9 International cities
 Other countries



9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Existence of industry
regulators.

Data gap

Existence of competition
policy.

Data gap

Stable financial markets
with strong prudential
Volatility levels in equity
regulation and transparent markets.
trading

Data gap

Volatility levels in debt
markets.

Data gap

Existence of financial
regulators

Data gap

Liquidity risk index

 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
9 Australia

Average corporate credit
rating (local companies
only).
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9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries




9




9


9







9


Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap
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Volatility of exchange
rate.



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Excellent civic, regional
and national leadership

Not readily available.

Data gap

Competitive market
structures for service and
material inputs

Gross operating surplus/
GRP

Data gap

Value of competing
imports/ GRP

Data gap

Value or regional
exports/ GRP

Data gap

Existence of WTO
sanctions

Data gap

Import embargoes/
quotas

Data gap

Tariff structure

Data gap

Flexible labour markets
and industrial relations
systems

Labour on-costs

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Union membership as a
proportion of workforce
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9


Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries



9






9


Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap
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Number of production
days lost to industrial
disputes

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

 Domestic capitals
9 Australian states
 International cities
 Other countries

Number of arbitered
labour agreements

Data gap

Mobility of labour

Data gap

Labour force
participation rate

Part time to full time
employment ratio

Average income levels
for particular occupation
categories

“Natural monopoly” in
energy generation,
transmission and retailing
reformed or regulated to
produce competition like
outcomes


9



9


9


9


Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



9



9



Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries


9






9




9



9




Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Price per kilowatt/hr.

Costs of high voltage electricity are measure in cents per KWH. See above
extracted from Benchmarking Melbourne’s Advantages.

Price per megalitre of
natural gas

A similar measure using cost per gigajoule is constructed in Benchmarking
Melbourne’s Advantages. See above.

Standard network
connection fees

Data gap

Network coverage

Data gap
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Number of competing
providers

“Natural monopoly” in
water supply and
sewerage systems
reformed or regulated to
produce competition like
outcomes

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries



9



Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Service quality
measured by response
times.

Data gap.

Overall service quality

Advantage Melbourne records the responses of industrial users when asked to
score the reliability and quality of electricity supply. However, those scores are
compared to Melbourne and are based on perception.

Number of blackouts/
brownouts/ power
surges

Data gap

Price per megalitre

A similar measure using cost per KL is constructed in Benchmarking
Melbourne’s Advantages. See above.

Standard network
connection fees

Data gap

Network coverage

Data gap

Number of competing
providers

Data gap

Service quality
measured by response
times

Data gap

Overall Service quality

Advantage Melbourne records the responses of industrial users when asked to
score the reliability and quality of water supply. However, those scores are
compared to Melbourne and are based on perception.
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Number of days water
unavailable pa.

“Natural monopoly” in
telecommunications
Fixed handset
infrastructure reformed or
telephones per capita.
regulated to produce
competition like outcomes

Data gap



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9

Mobile telephones per
capita.

Internet connections per
capita, including home
and work connections.

Call Costs - International
subscriber dial services.

Charge per connection
minute – international.

Local and STD call
costs.

Charge per connection
minute – local.

Australian states
International cities
Other countries




9


Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap



9
9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9


9


Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
9 Australia




9

9



 Domestic capitals
 Australian states
9International cities
 Other countries

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

 Domestic capitals
 Australian states
 International cities
9Other countries

Charge per connection
minute – Internet
(standard)

Proportion of land area
or population serviced by
broadband
communications
infrastructure

Domestic capitals

 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
9 Above average
 Well above average
 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
9 Above average
 Well above average
 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
9 Above average
 Well above average
 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
9 Above average
 Well above average
 Well below average
 Below average
9 Average
 Above average
 Well above average

Data gap

 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
9 Australia
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9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries



9



Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
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ISP servicing rate per
capita



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Average Internet
download rates

Data gap

Number of competing
infrastructure providers

Data gap

Service quality
measured by response
times

Data gap

Percentage of total time
networks not available

Data gap

“Best practice” investment Journey to work travel
times (peak and offin and management of
peak).
roads infrastructure

Traffic density (No. of
vehicles per km of road)

Data gap



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Average intra-region
freight times

Data gap

Average cost per tonne
and/ or cubic metre by
market destination

Data gap

Number of road
accidents per capita pa.

 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
 Above average
9 Well above average

 Melbourne SD
9 Victoria
 Australia
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9



Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries





9



9



Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
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Average vehicular
speed.

Proportion of road public
transport versus private
vehicles

Airport travel times

Data gap

9


9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

9 Domestic capitals
 Australian states
 International cities
 Other countries


9


“Best practice” investment
Average cost per
in and management of rail
km/tonne.
infrastructure

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Data gap

Proportion of land area
or population served by
rail freight infrastructure

Data gap

Average vehicular speed

Data gap

9 Melbourne SD
 Victoria
 Australia

9




Number of rail accidents
per capita pa..

“Best practice” investment
Tonnage capacity pa.. of
in and management of
port infrastructure.
seaports infrastructure

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap

Average cost per tonne
and/ or cubic metre by
market destination.

Proportion of journeys to
work by rail


9






9


Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries





9

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap

 Melbourne SD
9 Victoria
 Australia
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9



Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries




9


Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
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Container traffic pa..

Average sea freight
costs per tonne and/ or
per cubic metre by
market destination.


9

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9




9


Average turnaround time
for container ships

High quality airline
connectivity

Passenger traffic
volumes pa.

Distance of airport from
CBD (km).

Travel times from CBD
to Airport (minutes).

International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



Number of international
airports within the region

Number of terminal
gates

Australian states




9




9


Data gap

“Best practice” investment
Flight capacity per 24
and management of
hour period
airports infrastructure

Number of international
carriers

Domestic capitals

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries




9


Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap

9


9


9


9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia
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9



9



9




9


Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
9 Above average
 Well above average
 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
9 Above average
 Well above average
 Well below average
9 Below average
 Average
 Above average
 Well above average
 Well below average
 Below average
 Average
9 Above average
 Well above average
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Number of airlines with
direct international air
links.

Frequency of flights per
week to major economic
centres.

Cost of travel to the
airport by taxi.

Workers compensation

Occupational Health and
Safety

Corporate affairs and fair
dealing

9


9


9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



9



9



Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Estimated compliance
costs per employee.

Data gap

Number of claims per
employee pa.

Data gap

Levy per employee pa.

Data gap

Average number of days
without accident.

Data gap

Number of workplace
accidents pa.

Data gap

Estimated compliance
costs per employee.

Data gap

Not readily available.

Data gap
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9




9


9




Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
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World competitive
company tax regime

Corporate tax rate

Indirect, sales, payroll
taxes and other excises.



9


9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9



9

Average administrative
and compliance costs
per business
establishment pa.

Number of countries with
complementary tax
treaties.

Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Existence of tax
incentives.

Data gap

Hierarchy of individual
tax rates.

Data gap

Proportion of workforce
holding graduate and
High incidence of scientific
postgraduate
skills in the labour force
engineering and science
degrees.

Proportion of workforce
with tertiary degree or
higher.



9




9



Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap

Well organised urban regions/settlement pattern for
production logistics

High incidence of other
professional skills in the
labour force

Domestic capitals



9



Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap



9
9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Proportion of workforce
in ‘symbolic analyst’
occupations.
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9

9



Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries





9



9


Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap
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Proportion of workforce
in management and
administration,
professional and paraprofessional
occupations.

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



Number of corporate
headquarters.

Secure supply of
technical/trade skills

Proportion of population
with trade qualifications.

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



Enrolment rate in higher
education.

International cities
Other countries

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries


9




Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap

9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



Proportion of population
currently enrolled in
technical or trade
institutions.

A high quality University
system

Australian states




9


Data gap

Proportion of workforce
employed as ‘routine
production workers’.

Proportion of workforce
in trade and related
occupations.

Domestic capitals

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries


9




Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Proportion of
international students to
indigenous students
enrolled in higher
education.

Data gap

Number of PhDs
awarded pa.

Data gap

Average ratio of students
to lecturers in higher
education institutions.

Data gap
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Expenditure per capita
on higher education
institutions.

Number of University’s
within the region.

A high quality school
education system

Literacy rates per capita.

Public expenditure on
primary and secondary
education per capita.

Primary school gross
enrolment ratios.

Secondary school gross
enrolment ratios.

Average years of
schooling.

A pervasive R&D culture

Share of Large Grants
Research Funding from
Australian Research
Council (ARC).

R&D expenditure by
business sector as a
proportion of gross
regional product (GRP).

Data gap
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9


9


9


9


9

9


9


Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Patent registrations per
capita pa.
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Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
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Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap
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Proportion of university
research directly funded
by the private sector.

Innovation index

The existence of patent,
copyright and other IP
protection.

An entrepreneurial and risk Innovation expenditure
taking culture
per business.

Proportion of businesses
undertaking
technological innovation.

Data gap
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9
9


9



Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia
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9

9
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Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Number of venture
capital investments
made pa.

Data gap

Quantum of venture
capital investments
made pa.

Data gap

Number of venture
capital investors located
in the region.

Data gap

Bankruptcy rate per
business establishment
pa.

Data gap

Number of new business
start ups per capita pa.

Data gap
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The existence of patent,
copyright and other IP
protection.

Liberal migration laws for
people with professional
skills



9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9

Average skill levels of
new migrants.

Current migration rates

Ethnicity of population

Rates of fluency in nonEnglish languages.


9


Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



Average income levels

Polarisation of income
levels.

International cities
Other countries

Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries



9



Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average

Data gap
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Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia


9



9



Number of major Arts
events/ activities.

Liveable cities and regions
with the capacity to attract
Quality of life indices.
and hold a highly skilled
workforce

Australian states




9


Data gaps

The existence of
business migration
programs.

A tolerant culture open to
new ideas

Domestic capitals

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries




9
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Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
Well above average
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Average
Above average
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Cost of living estimates.

Domestic purchasing
power



9


9

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia

Melbourne SD
Victoria
Australia




9



9

Rates of reported crime.

Life expectancy

Number of hospital beds
per capita.

Presence of globally
recognised business
clusters.

Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries



9
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Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
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Well below average
Below average
Average
Above average
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Australia
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Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries
Domestic capitals
Australian states
International cities
Other countries

Climatic indicators such
as annual days ‘sunny’
and average
temperature by season.

Data gap

Number of cultural
events pa.

Data gap

Specialisation rates of
industries.

Data gap

Strength of relationships
between industry value
chain members.

Data gap

Export earnings per
capita.

Data gap
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Value added per capita.
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14 APPENDIX D – NUMERICAL
BENCHMARKING
See attached spreadsheet.
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING PAPER
GLOBALISATION, COMPETITIVENESS AND
MELBOURNE’S METROPOLITAN
STRATEGY
October 2000

This paper has been produced as a background discussion document for the
Melbourne Metropolitan Strategy Project. The contents of this paper do not
necessarily represent the position of the Department of Infrastructure or its
employees or of the State of Victoria.
Any representation, statement, opinion or advice, expressed or implied in this paper is made
in good faith but is not intended to be nor should be relied upon by any person.
Comments with respect to the contents of this paper should be sent to:
Metropolitan Strategy Project Team
Department of Infrastructure
Level 23, 80 Collins St
GPO Box 2797Y
Melbourne Vic 3001
e-mail: metroplan@doi.vic.gov.au
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Victorian State Government is constantly seeking to bolster the
economic competitiveness of Victoria to ensure the continued
prosperity of Victorian businesses and residents. The Metropolitan
Strategy for Melbourne, currently being formulated by the Department.
of Infrastructure (DOI), will outline integrated land use and transport
planning strategies for enhancing Melbourne’s competitive edge, its
liveability and its sustainability.
The Strategy will underpin Melbourne’s current competitive strengths
and provide a framework for developing new competitive advantages.

This Briefing Paper
summarises the
findings of a recent
DOI report
identifying the
drivers of regional
competitiveness
and the status of
Melbourne’s
competitiveness.

Industry leaders
are asked to review
the findings in
preparation for a
‘ground truthing
forum’ with DOI.

The DOI has recently commissioned a study entitled Globalisation,
Competitiveness and Metropolitan Strategy so that the strategy
formulation process takes account of recent changes in the economic
environment. The Study, recently completed by Spiller Gibbins Swan
Pty Ltd (SGS), is now being distributed to industry leaders throughout
the State for the purposes of ‘ground truthing’.
The specific objectives of the Study were:
•

To understand what drives regional economic competitiveness in the
global economy;

•

To understand how Melbourne’s is placed in terms of these economic
drivers; and

•

To identify which drivers a Metropolitan Strategy might have a role in
supporting.

This Executive Brief summarises the major findings of the
Globalisation, Competitiveness and Metropolitan Strategy report so
that industry leaders may contribute to a “ground truthing forum”,
scheduled for early November.
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2
Industry leaders
are asked to:

STRUCTURE

This paper commences with an examination of recent changes in the
economic landscape. Specifically, the movement from the industrially
based processes of the old economy to the global production networks
of the new economy are traced over recent decades.

…consider
Melbourne’s
developing
strengths and
global
positioning…

Melbourne’s emerging role in the global economy is then documented
from a national perspective, recognising that Melbourne is part of a
network of Australian cities which collectively influence and
contribute to the metropolitan area’s overall economic performance.
This is achieved by examining industrial employment changes since
1986. Industry leaders are asked to consider Melbourne’s developing
strengths and global positioning.

…review and
comment on a list
of economic
competitiveness
drivers…

SGS drew from the wide range of conceptual work previously
undertaken by economic development, business strategy and urban
management authors. These are summarised prior to the
documentation of a hierarchy of economic foundations that are
required to compete in the global economy. Out of these foundations
emerge drivers of economic competitiveness in resource-based,
production-based and the global economy: each building on the
former.

…review
Melbourne’s
positioning in
terms of these
drivers.

Industry leaders are called on at this stage to review the list of
economic drivers. Contextual and supporting information has been
included in this brief so that the drivers of competitiveness derived
from theory can be contrasted against the key drivers perceived by
industry leaders.
SGS benchmarked Melbourne against competing cities using
quantitative and qualitative indicators of competitiveness drivers.
Although this analysis has not been included in its entirety in this
paper, a summary of Melbourne’s relative positioning is developed for
review by industry .
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3

THE EMERGENCE OF THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY

Prior to the onset of globalisation the focus of competitive analysis
revolved predominantly around the components of production cost.
Firms would gravitate towards locations that offered suitable and
inexpensive resource sets for production. Such approaches often
hinged on the assumption that firms needed to operate from under the
one roof.

Globalisation
allows firms to
distribute their
production
activities across
national
boundaries.

Globalisation means that this assumption is no longer valid. Firms can
now distribute the activities of their value chains across national and
international locations that offer the least expensive set of inputs for
that particular activity. With globalisation the ability of firms to
innovate and adapt is fundamental to success: increasing the relative
values of knowledge, technology and conceptual skills in the overall
production process. Thus, cost minimisation is no longer an absolute
constraint. The focus is now more on cost effectiveness in rapidly
changing markets.

3.1 From Production to Knowledge
Economies
At the start of the 20th century, industry in America and Europe was
beginning to assemble itself into large groups. America’s cartel-busting
Sherman Act of 1890 heavily contributed to this process. As firms
could no longer collude they merged into large, vertically integrated
conglomerates (The Economist, 1998). Also, as a consequence of the
significant tariff barriers in existence, it made economic sense for firms
to buy up their suppliers and scale up production to maximum
capacity, knowing that it would require competitors to source
relatively expensive imports placing them at significant disadvantage
(Reich, 1991). Similarly, the processes of vertical integration were
widespread throughout Europe.
Following World War II national governments contributed further to
this self containment of wealth creation, which was predominantly
manufacturing-based. They did this by developing large fully
integrated manufacturing centres, in strategic locations, as part of
policies to promote self sufficiency, import substitution, regional
development and employment (Roberts, 1997). Those fully integrated
systems of production, either driven by public or private integration
and ownership, remained intact until the 1970’s.
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Several developments in the 1970’s had marked effects on the
structure of manufacturing and business operation in general.
First, the poor performance of western production techniques were
exposed. Associated with vertically integrated conglomerates were
massive levels of idle inventory, inflexible production processes, and a
general attitude that consumers would be content with standardised
products. On the other hand, Japanese manufacturers, were benefiting
from lean manufacturing techniques - the practice of carrying minimal
stocks, having parts delivered direct to the assembly line ‘just in time’
(JIT), making sure that the quality was right from the word ‘go’, and
rejecting the idea that economies of scale were the sole or prime
determinants of success.

In the global
economy more
value is placed on
knowledge-based
activities than
traditional
manufacturing

Western manufacturers fully embraced lean manufacturing techniques
and notions of continuous improvement in the 1980’s, hoping to
replicate the success of the Japanese. And they did. The production
improvements at Caterpillar’s Illinois plant are a good example of the
turnaround in western manufacturing throughout the 1980’s. Prior to
the adoption of flexible automation and JIT it took 6000 workers 25
days to make one back loader. After adoption of these techniques,
productivity increased dramatically. One back loader was produced by
3000 workers in 6 days on average. Improvements in new product
commercialisation times also reflected the benefits from adopting a
lean culture, with the lead time reducing from 10 years to 27 months
(The Economist, 1998).
Second, the removal of the gold standard and the promotion of free
trade by the Bretton Woods agreement in 1972, and the subsequent
General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) agreements, led to
major structural changes in trade, industry location and investment
(Roberts, 1997). Most notably, these agreements facilitated foreign
investment into the then termed ‘developing world’, particularly Asia.
Access to cheaper factor inputs (predominantly labour), and the
willingness of Asian governments to provide investment incentives,
promoted a mass migration of core manufacturing activity to the
developing world during the 1970’s and 1980’s. Simultaneous
improvements in communications technologies allowed the front (i.e.
product design, R&D, innovation, etc.) and back ends (i.e. marketing,
distribution) of the production processes, and the corporate
administration (i.e. planning, finance, etc.) to be retained by home
countries.
The ease of merchandise, service and capital flows across international
boundaries led to the industrialisation of ‘developing’ countries and
the relative de-industrialisation of the ‘developed’ world, particularly
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OECD economies, with the latter focussing more on the provision of
services that support production.

Service provision
has grown much
more rapidly than
goods production.

Global markets
have presented
considerable
trading
opportunities.

Capacity for
change is key to
organisational
performance.

Regional
environments have
underpinned
competitiveness.

Thus, the entire production chain was no longer achieved under one
roof or even within one country. The production chain became more
spatially dispersed, with individual links of the chain locating in
regions with the most propitious conditions.
This was one of the reasons why developed economies rose so quickly
in service provision. Jobs that were previously defined as
manufacturing now fell into service classifications - goodbye to the old
dividing line between manufacturing and services.
Other reasons for the expansion in services included the rising income
levels of populations worldwide and the improved ability of
entrepreneurs to access previously untapped markets. The subsequent
rises in demand stemming from Asian populations, associated with
industrialisation, and the growing trade-openness of the former Soviet
Union, China and other non-democratic states, reinforced trade
integration of economies worldwide.
The increasingly integrated world market presented significant
opportunities for entrepreneurs. However, sustained international
sales required efficiency in the organisation of production, as
competitive threats were often more diverse than those experienced at
home. Furthermore, the size of world niche segments provided
incentive for organisations to better meet the changing wants of
consumers, themselves gradually becoming better informed and
demanding customised goods and services. Successful and ongoing
adaptability thus became essential to the competitive framework.
Not only did companies have to chase cheap labour for the simpler
parts of their global supply chains; they also had to bow to customers’
demand by providing customised products and services at their
doorstep. Enter the importance of focussing on core competencies,
which requires the shedding of non-core organisational functions, and
the importance of knowledge, innovation and flexibility as the key
determinants of corporate success.
In order to facilitate knowledge commercialisation, adaptability and
innovation large corporations have restructured. Bureaucratic
structures have been minimised and autonomy has been pushed down
the ‘chain of command’. But intra-company changes are not sufficient
to guarantee ongoing success in an environment where transport and
communications costs have been slashed and where labour intensive
processes can be located in areas with comparative wage cost
advantages.
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Relationships
between
companies and
institutions have
become
increasingly
important

Porter (1998) argues that what goes on inside companies is obviously
important, but a vital role in the creation of competitive advantage can
also be attributed to the business environment immediately outside the
company. He points to the current success of Silicon Valley in semiconductors, software and venture capital, Hollywood in entertainment,
Wall Street in finance, Japan in consumer electronics, Southern
Germany in high performance automobiles, and Northern Italy in
fashion and shoes.
Porter attributes such success to the development of ‘clusters’ of
industry, i.e. geographic concentrations of interconnected companies
and institutions in particular fields. He goes further to suggest that
clusters form an alternative method of organising the value chain, with
companies benefiting from close buyer-supplier relationships without
the need for vertical integration and benefiting from innovation,
knowledge and flexibility enhancements without associated
management woes and risk.
Moore (1997) goes as far to suggest that successful organisations see
themselves as part of an evolving ecosystem, with everybody else as
possible members of their combined value chain. In this new economic
terrain, ecosystems will compete against similarly structured
ecosystems, both straddling traditional industry definitions.

Better and more
efficient use of
knowledge has
emerged as the
key to
productivity
gains

The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (1996)
contrasted the ramifications of the above processes using dimensions
of economic change to delineate between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’
(alternatively labelled ‘global’) economy (Table 3.1).
The major changes in the paradigm of economic organisation include:
the development of technological change and information as the key
sources of productivity gain; the extension of trade from a home
market to a global scale; the concentration of both employment and
industry within metropolitan regions; and the development of clusters.
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Table 3.1
Key Dimensions of Economic Change.
Key Dimension

Old Economy

Major Source of Productivity
Gain

Better and more efficient use
of energy and raw materials

New Economy (Global
Economy)
Better and more efficient use
of knowledge

Trade Patterns

National

Global

Successful Development
Strategies

Protectionism, import
substitution

Free trade; producing for
global market; metropolitan
regional strategies

Geographic Dimension

Company- or industry- towns
with little diversification or
clustering

Metropolitan regional clusters
of complementary firms and
industries

Source: US Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1996.
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Melbourne has
strengths in:
manufacturing;

4

MELBOURNE’S ROLE IN THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY

Job stock in the greater metropolitan areas of Melbourne, Sydney and
Brisbane increased significantly in the ten years to 1996 (the latest year
of definitive data). However, Inner Melbourne’s job stock increased
marginally between 1986 and 1996, in contrast to the inner regions of
Sydney and Brisbane which experienced strong job growth. It is
important to note. Having said that, the five year period 1991 to 1996
was significant for inner Melbourne in that the region experienced a
reversal of previous trends of absolute job losses.

culture, leisure
and tourism;

The long term decline in inner Melbourne jobs (now reversed) was
attributed to suburbanisation of population and economic activity and
structural economic change which resulted in the decline of labourintensive sectors, especially in manufacturing.
The biggest employers in the inner city economies are generally
property & business services, finance & insurance and to a lesser
extent health & community services, retail, government administration
& defence and manufacturing.

transport; and

The biggest employers in the greater metropolitan economies are
manufacturing, retail, property & business services, health &
community services and to a lesser extent education and wholesale
trade.
What comes out of this analysis is Melbourne’s strength as a:
•

Manufacturing centre, consolidating on its historical role in this
fiield and moving into higher technology processing; and

•

Cultural city, with strong growth in leisure and tourism industries,
especially in the inner city area.

Past studies (see Text Box 1 and 2) suggest that the following can be
added to Melbourne’s strengths:
•

research and
development.

Transport hub, capitalising on the infrastructure advantage
afforded through the Port of Melbourne, Tullamarine Airport and
the city’s strategic location vis-à-vis the Australian population
base; and
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•

Research & Development centre, acknowledging the relatively high
levels of business R&D in the State.
Text Box 1

Victoria leads the nation in seaport
infrastructure. The Port of Melbourne is
Australia’s largest, handling 38% of the
nation’s container trade - it is well ahead of
Sydney and almost double that of Brisbane,
Fremantle and Adelaide combined.
In terms of airfreight competitiveness, the
curfew free Melbourne Airport holds it own.
Only 19% of the State’s possible air exports
are uplifted through Sydney and even less
through Adelaide, and these leakages
primarily related to lower-value perishable
commodities.
Source: Spiller Gibbins Swan (2000).

Text Box 2
Victoria spends about 2% of Gross State
Product (GSP) on R&D, compared to 1.5%
for NSW and 1.6% for Australia.
Victoria’s lead primarily derives from its
greater business spending on R&D, and
possibly from the strong presence of
Universities, not for profit health research
organisations and Commonwealth institutions
such as the CSIRO.
Business expenditure on R&D in Victoria
grew at an average annual rate of over 11%
between 1990/91 and 1996/97. This was
approximately 30% faster than NSW.
Source: Spiller Gibbins Swan (1998).

Sydney continues to dominate the national economy in terms of the
finance & insurance and property & business service sectors.
Brisbane, the fastest growing of all Australia capitals, appears to have
strength in Government activity and health & community services but
this may be due to its lack of critical mass in other industries.
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5
Knowledge
economy
infrastructures
must build on
production and
resource economy
infrastructures…

FRAMEWORK FOR APPROACHING
ECONOMIC DRIVERS

It is evident from the discussion in Appendix A, which reviews the
determinants of regional competitiveness according to 3 noted authors,
that leading economic regions rely principally on a good supply of
higher level skills and infrastructure. They also implicitly rely on
elements that make it attractive for knowledge workers to continually
locate and reside there. That is, they still fundamentally require quality
health, sanitation, transport and basic education systems, law and
order, and various other factors that contribute to the perception of a
‘quality’ environment. Knowledge workers are highly mobile and any
threat to their individual environment or to the environment in which
they interact with other key players in the global economy would be
detrimental to the economic region’s competitiveness.
Figure 5.1 illustrates how the foundations for knowledge based
economies build on those of production based economies, which in
turn build on resource based economies.
Figure 5.1
Hierarchy of Economic Foundations.

Economic
Basis:
Knowledge
(Quality
Access)

Production
(Low Cost)

Resource
(Low risk)

Political and economic leadership,
skill and capacity building institutions,
entrepreneurial and collaborative attitudes,
and quality physical, social and cultural environments.

Transport, water, sewerage and utilities infrastructure,
open and contestable markets for production inputs
and cost effective regulations.

Political, social, financial, legal and physical
environmental stability.
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6

DRIVERS OF ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS

These can be broadly grouped into 3 categories.

Knowledge
workers assume
competitive input
costs and
stability…

…and historic
wealth cannot be
ignored.

Firstly, there are those conditions or policies which create a low risk
business environment. In general, these relate to governance
structures, political leadership and market supervision institutions.
The second group of factors relate to reducing business input costs.
Infrastructure, tax structures and efficiently structured regions figure
prominently here. The final, and increasingly critical, category
concerns access to knowledge, creativity and entrepreneurship. These
factors are not confined to education, R&D, venture capital and the
like. They embrace urban quality, arts, culture and other determinants
of 'livability' which must be competitive if a region is to attract and
retain the best and brightest talent.
One further 'contextual' factor could be added to this list. Historic
wealth inevitably plays an important part in a region's economic
fortunes. The 'echo effects' of capital formed in the past can take many
generations to 'wash through' a regional economy. A significant
proportion of the activity witnessed in a region today is attributable to
reinvestment of, or drawing down on, historically accumulated wealth
as opposed to external trading based on current competitive
advantage. Consequently, many so called 'lagging regions' continue to
provide reasonable living standards despite weak contemporary
economies (e.g. Tasmania). The wealthier a region, the more able it is
to withstand economic shocks, to engage in counter cyclical
investment and to take entrepreneurial risks. This partially explains
the on-going strength of the US's New York - Boston - Chicago super
region despite the celebrated acceleration of new investment in the
'sunbelt' regions of that country.
The drivers of regional economic competitiveness are detailed below in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1
Economic Competitiveness Drivers
Regime of
Competitiveness

(a) Low Risk Business
Environment

(b) Low Cost Structures

Economic Driver
A competitive regional economy is characterised
by….


Stable government and judicial institutions.



Independent anti-corruption institutions.



Independent industry regulators (e.g.
telecommunications, media, infrastructure,
etc.)



Stable financial markets with strong
prudential regulation and transparent
trading.



Social cohesiveness.



Excellent civic, regional and national
leadership.



Competitive market structures for service
and material inputs.



Flexible labour markets and industrial
relations system.



"Natural monopoly" benefits in energy
generation, transmission and retailing.



"Natural monopoly" benefits in water
supply and sewerage systems.



"Natural monopoly" benefits in
telecommunications infrastructure.



"Best practice" investment in and
management of roads infrastructure.



"Best practice" investment in and
management of rail freight infrastructure.



"Best practice" investment in and
management of seaports infrastructure.



"Best practice" investment in and
management of airports infrastructure.



High quality airline connectivity.



Cost effective regulatory environment workers compensation, OH&S, corporate
affairs and fair dealing.
World competitive company tax regime.
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Well organised urban regions/settlement
pattern for production logistics.
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Table 6.1 Continued

The ability to
attract and retain
knowledge
workers through
an attractive
living
environment is
becoming
increasingly
important to
economic
competitiveness.

Regime of
Competitiveness

Economic Driver

(c ) Quality Access



High incidence of scientific skills in the
labour force.



High incidence of other professional skills
in the labour force.



Secure supply of technical/trade skills.



A high quality school education system.



A pervasive R&D culture.

A competitive regional economy is characterised
by….



An entrepreneurial and risk taking culture.



Liberal migration laws for people with
professional skills.



A tolerant culture open to new ideas.



Liveable cities and regions with the
capacity to attract and hold a highly skilled
workforce.



Presence of globally recognised business
clusters, engaging in high levels of
international exports and facilitating strong
inward investment.



The accumulation of historic wealth.
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7

COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES OF MELBOURNE’S
ECONOMY

7.1 Melbourne’s Position
Unfortunately, Melbourne cannot be categorically rated as strong or
weak in all the drivers of economic competitiveness due to substantial
data inadequacies.
It is often impossible to directly compare Melbourne with other
competing economic regions. Country to country comparisons form
the bulk of available information. This is particularly the case for the
following drivers:
•

Stable government and judicial institutions;

•

Stable financial markets with strong prudential regulation and
transparent trading;

•

Social cohesiveness;

•

Flexible labour markets and industrial relations systems;

•

World competitive company tax regime; and

•

Liberal migration laws for people with professional skills.

Notwithstanding these data limitations, Table 7.1 (overleaf) ranks
Melbourne for each driver as an obvious strength, a likely strength, as
neither a strength nor weakness (i.e. as average), or as an obvious or
likely weakness. Where significant data gaps exist the driver has not
been ranked. Feedback from industry leaders is sought regarding this
evaluation.

Feedback from
industry leaders is
sought regarding
this evaluation of
Melbourne’s
strengths and
weaknesses.

7.2 Melbourne’s Strengths
Melbourne has a number of potential strengths but only four drivers of
those have been ranked as ‘obvious strengths’, with the rest ranked as
‘likely strengths’. These strengths stem from institutional and social
frameworks built at the national level, natural monopoly benefits and
best practice management in infrastructure provision, labour force
skills, city liveability and the accumulation of historic wealth.
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7.3 Melbourne’s Weaknesses
There are no obvious weaknesses shown in the data available. This
might be influenced by the promotional nature of the documentation
containing the data. It might also stem from the significant data gaps
uncovered.
Noting this, it is reasonable to conclude that Melbourne has likely
weaknesses in at least the following areas:
•

An entrepreneurial and risk taking culture, with Australian
business consistently highlighting the difficulty in attracting seed
and development capital; and

•

Presence of globally recognised business clusters, with prior
experience suggesting that firms located within Melbourne have
poorly developed collaborative links with their local value chain
members when compared to various international locations. This
general lack of collaboration possibly influences the
‘commercialisation’ of R&D and innovation expenditure, the level
of private sector leadership and the competitiveness of service and
material input markets all of which suffer from data gaps.



Stable government and judicial institutions.

9



Independent anti-corruption institutions.

9



Independent industry regulators



Stable financial markets with strong
prudential regulation and transparent
trading.



Social cohesiveness.



Excellent civic, regional and national
leadership.



Competitive market structures for service
and material inputs.



Flexible labour markets and industrial
relations system.



"Natural monopoly" benefits in energy
generation, transmission and retailing.
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Obvious
Weakness

Likely
Weakness

Neither
Strength
nor
Weakness

Likely
Strength

Economic Driver

Obvious
Strength

Table 7.1
Melbourne’s Strengths and Weaknesses

9
9
9

9
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"Natural monopoly" benefits in water
supply and sewerage systems.

9



"Natural monopoly" benefits in
telecommunications infrastructure.

9



"Best practice" investment in and
management of roads infrastructure.



"Best practice" investment in and
management of rail freight infrastructure.



"Best practice" investment in and
management of seaports infrastructure.



"Best practice" investment in and
management of airports infrastructure.

9



High quality airline connectivity.

9



Cost effective regulatory environment.



World competitive company tax regime.



Well organised urban regions/settlement
pattern for production logistics.



High incidence of scientific skills in the
labour force.

9



High incidence of other professional skills
in the labour force.

9



Secure supply of technical/trade skills.

9



A high quality university system.

9



A high quality school education system.



A pervasive R&D culture.



An entrepreneurial and risk taking culture.



Liberal migration laws for people with
professional skills.



A tolerant culture open to new ideas.



Liveable cities and regions with the capacity
to attract and hold a highly skilled
workforce.



Presence of globally recognised business
clusters.



Accumulation of historic wealth.
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Likely
Weakness

Neither
Strength
nor
Weakness

Likely
Strength

Economic Driver

Obvious
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8

APPENDIX A: THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORKS OF ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS

This section reviews the work of noted commentators on the drivers of
economic competitiveness. The information contained within this
section is synthesised in Sections 5 and 6.

8.1 Diamond of Competitive Advantage
Porter (1990) explained global competitive advantage in terms of 6
elements:
•

factor conditions: the economy’s position in factors of production
such as skilled labour or infrastructure necessary to compete in a
given industry;

•

demand conditions: the nature of the local demand for the
industry’s product or service;

•

firm strategy, structure and rivalry: the conditions in the economy
governing how companies are created, organised, and managed,
and the nature of domestic rivalry;

•

related and supporting industries: the presence or absence in the
economy of supplier industries and related industries that are
internationally competitive;

•

chance: acknowledging the extent to which an industry
competitiveness is related to its historical path of development;
and

•

government: the ability of governments to manage other
determinants of advantage to the benefit of their constituent
industries.

Porter surmised that if these conditions were propitious within an
economy, groups of industries would become mutually supporting,
providing the basis for long term improvements in prosperity. He
illustrated the relationships between economic forces in his ‘diamond’
of competitive advantage (Figure A.1).
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Importantly, Porter recognised that regions within nations, and
regions that transverse national borders, are the most appropriate
geographical units of analysis when assessing the determinants of
economic advantage.
Figure A.1
Porter’s Diamond

Chance
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Strategy,
Structure,
Structure,and
and
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Demand
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8.2 McKinsey & Company’s Horizons Model
The competitiveness of an economy can also be analysed using
McKinsey & Company’s three horizons model of business
competitiveness. This holds that any business must maintain tight cost
control to hold onto its traditional core business (‘horizon 1’). But
sustained prosperity must also involve the ongoing search for new
business opportunities spinning off from the core (‘horizon 2’) and
long term strategies to build entirely new business opportunities
(‘horizon 3’).
Thus, long term business prosperity is regarded as a function of
business’s ability to: regenerate itself as an operating environment;
regenerate its strategic focus; and regenerate its products and services
for future markets. Such notions are consistent with the requirement
for adaptability and flexibility in the global economy.
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White, Baghai and Everingham (1999) classified particular sectors of
the Australian economy using the three horizon’s model. Their work
gives insight to the environments that regions need to foster to ensure
economic prosperity. White et al (1999) classified traditional
agriculture, mining and domestically focussed manufacturing as
Australia’s horizon 1 industries. They argued that sound productivity
gains have been made in these sectors and that they will remain of
great importance. However, Australia’s enviable growth performance
over the past 15 years (Australia’s cumulative GDP growth over 19851998 was almost 50% compared to an OECD average of less than 38%)
was attributed as much to strong investment in horizon 2 industries like
ETM exports, communications, tourism and service exports. In the
future, horizon 3 sectors like biotechnology and new services based on
e-commerce will become increasingly significant as national economic
drivers.
Importantly, the ‘urban intensity’ of sectors - i.e. reliance on a rich
network of business services, access to universities and other key
research institutions and availability of specialist skills - becomes more
pronounced in moving up the horizons scale (Figure A.2). This also
underscores the strategic role which the major cities play in Australia’s
economic future.
Figure A.2
The Three Horizons of Australia
(After McKinsey and Company)
Horizon 3

Horizon 2
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Export ETM's
Tourism
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Construction
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8.3 Institute for Management Development
(IMD)
The method adopted by the IMD for assessing regional
competitiveness focuses on four forces. They include the trade offs
within an economy betwwen:
•
•
•
•

Globality and proximity
Assets and processes
Aggressiveness and attractiveness; and
Risk taking and social cohesion.

Though IMD limits its commentary on these forces it is generally
understood that the tradeoff between:
•

globality and proximity refers to the ‘containment’ within an
economy, recognising that external trading partners which provide
cost effective inputs and markets may do so at the expense of local
synergy development;

•

assets and processes describes the importance of an economy’s
ability to create new wealth as opposed to its current consumption
of inherited wealth (i.e. to add value rather than to focus on natural
resource based output);

•

aggressiveness and attractiveness refers to an economy’s
acquisition of resources through direct foreign investment (e.g.
Japan, Korea) , anti-competitive practice etc. compared to the level
of external investment into an economy because of its conducive
operational environment (e.g. Ireland, Thailand); and

•

risk taking refers to a culture of entrepreneurship and opportunism
versus the tendency towards mitigation of business risk by
fostering social harmony.

The IMD suggests that these tradeoffs are manifest in eight
competitive input factors which regulate the competitiveness and
sustainability of economies. These include the:
•
•
•
•

Local economic strength;
Internationalisation of trade and investment;
Conduciveness of Government policy;
Capital market performance and quality of financial services (i.e.
finance);
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•

Extent to which resources and systems are adequate to service the
basic needs of business (i.e. infrastructure);
Extent to which enterprises are managed in an innovative,
profitable and responsive manner;
Scientific and technological capacity combined with success in
basic applied research; and
Availability and qualifications of human resources (i.e. people).

•
•
•

Figure A.3 replicates the IMD’s representation of the interactions of
competitiveness.
Figure A.3
IMD Framework for Economic Competitiveness
Aggressiveness

Assets

Resources

Attractiveness
Value Added
Creation
•Local
economy

Competitiveness
of Companies

•Internationalization

•Management
•Science &
technology
•People

•Government

Sustainability

•Infrastructure
•Finance

Competitiveness
of Nations

Social cohesion
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Proximity
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Globalisation, Competitiveness & Melbourne’s Metropolitan Strategy
"Ground Truthing Forum"

INTRODUCTION
This report summarises the proceedings and outcomes of a business
leaders forum facilitated by Spiller Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd (SGS) to
'ground-truth' the findings of a study commissioned by the
Department of Infrastructure entitled Globalisation, Competitiveness and
Metropolitan Strategy. SGS also prepared this original study.
The objectives of the original Study were as follows:


To understand the competitive strengths and weaknesses of the
metropolitan Melbourne region’s economy, in a national and
international context, across a range of economic and social factors.



To relate the main factors affecting the performance of the metropolitan
Melbourne region to the global economy to the existing ‘strategic
architecture’ of the region (the current paradigm).



To develop insights into the emerging factors that may affect the
competitive performance of the metropolitan Melbourne region in the
global economy and the impact they may have for a different ‘strategic
architecture’ for the region (the emerging paradigms) to meet changing
business needs.



To identify which factors a metropolitan strategy might have a role in
supporting.
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GROUND TRUTHING PROCESS
Preliminary Activities
The ground truthing process culminated with a forum of community
and business leaders. However, prior to this the following tasks were
completed.


Summarising the Study in an Executive Briefing Paper;



Identifying a diverse range of community and industry leaders
appropriate for the review task;



Contacting these leaders and individually briefing them on the
objectives and major findings of the original Study (15 leaders were
taken through this process); and



Inviting the selected leaders to the forum after allowing them
sufficient time to review the Executive Briefing Paper.

Conducting the Forum
The forum was planned around the following questions as prompts for
discussion.


What will govern metropolitan Melbourne’s ability to generate jobs
and investment over the next decade?



What will be Melbourne’s main strengths and weaknesses in
generating jobs and investment over this period?



What are the priority initiatives required of Government to get the
best jobs and investment outcome for Melbourne/ Victoria?



How important is the Metropolitan Strategy in getting the best jobs
and investment outcome for Melbourne/ Victoria?

In practice, the forum proceeded in a less disciplined way.
Participants generally chose to express views on a range of related
issues as well as on the questions posed by the facilitator, leading to
successive rounds of 'side comment'. Nevertheless, the output from
the discussion can be directly related to the concepts and hypotheses
explored by the original study.
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Forum Attendees
The forum was attended by the following:
Mr. Chris Fitchett
Commercial Television Production Fund
Australian Film Commission
Capt. Trevor Jensen
Operations and Inflight Services
Ansett Australia/ Air New Zealand
Mr. Stewart Adam
School of marketing
RMIT University
Ms. Janine Kirk
Committee For Melbourne
Mr. Alan Wein
Small Business Advisory Council/ House
Mr. Rowan Tuckfield
Infrastructure Planning Council/ Mawson Capital
Mr. Daniel McKinnon
Looksmart International
Ms. Andrea Hull
Victorian College of the Arts
Other attendees included Prof. Lindsay Neilson. Geoff Anson, John
Bruce and Rudy Kohut from the Department of Infrastructure and
Marcus Spiller and Andrew McDougall from SGS.
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ROBUSTNESS OF THE FRAMEWORK
The framework devised by SGS for analysing the competitiveness of
regions identified three broad categories of drivers:




Low risk;
Low cost; and
Quality access to knowledge.

The Executive Briefing Paper included the entire list of drivers for
reference purposes.
At the conclusion of the forum, participants were asked if there were
any major gaps in this framework, or issues that were not adequately
addressed. None were volunteered suggesting that the framework is
reasonably robust.
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MELBOURNE’S COMPETITIVENESS
Strengths and Weaknesses
The original study summed up the principal strengths and weaknesses
of the Melbourne regional economy as follows.

MELBOURNE’S
STRENGTHS

•Relative political/ government stability and transparency
•Natural monopoly benefits in utility service provision
•Scientific and professional skills
•Education systems
•R&D culture
•Livability (Quality of Life).

MELBOURNE’S
WEAKNESSES
MELBOURNE’S
UNKNOWNS

•Lack of entrepreneurial and risk taking culture
•Lack of globally recognised business clusters

•Quality of leadership
•Competitiveness of market structures
•Regulatory environment
•and others

Spiller Gibbins Swan Pty Ltd

The various observations and arguments put by the forum participants
have been analysed by SGS in terms of the framework developed in
the original study. The results are shown in the chart overleaf.
Broadly speaking the assessment made in the original report was
borne out in the forum. This is particularly so in respect of poor coordination of government, industry and institutional players around
key business clusters like aviation, manufacturing and the creative arts
(see further discussion below).
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Independent industry regulators (e.g.
telecommunications, media,
infrastructure, etc.)

Stable financial markets with strong
prudential regulation and transparent
trading.

Social cohesiveness.

Excellent civic, regional and national
leadership.

•

•

•

•
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Competitive market structures for
service and material inputs.

Independent anti-corruption
institutions.

•

•

Stable government and judicial
institutions.

•

(a) Low Risk
Business
Environment

(b) Low Cost
Structures

Economic Driver

Regime of
Competitiveness

An often-repeated comment was that Melbourne failed to market itself
effectively in the international community. A greater focus on
communication and promotion strategies was required.

Yes

No

Reference was made to the relative cohesiveness of Melbourne community,
and its greater propensity to 'pull together' compared to other major centres.
Melbourne's western culture and English language economy were also seen
as an advantage. Participants also remarked that collaborative attitudes were
more prevalent amongst business in Victoria, compared to other Australian
centres.

Melbourne and Australia generally were seen to enjoy a high level of
political, financial and social stability

Views Expressed

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Commented
on by Forum
Participants?
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A Melbourne
competitive
strength (9) or
weakness (8)
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"Natural monopoly" benefits in
energy generation, transmission and
retailing.

"Natural monopoly" benefits in water
supply and sewerage systems.

"Natural monopoly" benefits in
telecommunications infrastructure.

"Best practice" investment in and
management of roads infrastructure.

"Best practice" investment in and
management of rail freight
infrastructure.

"Best practice" investment in and
management of seaports
infrastructure.

"Best practice" investment in and
management of airports
infrastructure.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Flexible labour markets and
industrial relations system.

•

Reference was made more than once to the apparent lack of security in
Melbourne’s power supplies.

Yes

Melbourne has limited road congestion compared to Sydney and
international competitors.

Yes

No

No

No

Participants indicated that Melbourne enjoyed a 'connected business
environment', especially in terms of its embracing of e-commerce
technologies. Nevertheless, concerns were expressed about the cost of
broadband access, especially the ‘last mile’ to smart buildings.

Yes

No

Melbourne was seen to offer major advantages with respect to labour costs in
an international context. This comment appeared to relate mainly to higher
order skills - engineers, scientists, financial analysts, business consultants etc.
However, many participants referred to Melbourne's perceived poor
environment with respect to industrial relations.

Yes
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Well organised urban
regions/settlement pattern for
production logistics.

•

High incidence of scientific skills in
the labour force.

High incidence of other professional
skills in the labour force.

Secure supply of technical/trade
skills.

A high quality school education
system.

A pervasive R&D culture.

An entrepreneurial and risk taking
culture.

Liberal migration laws for people
with professional skills.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Cost effective regulatory environment
- workers compensation, OH&S,
corporate affairs and fair dealing.
World competitive company tax
regime.

•

•

High quality airline connectivity.

•

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Melbourne’s multi-cultural nature was seen as a big plus.

Participants portrayed Melbourne as a “University Town’, at least in a
national context. The potential is there to create a pervasive R&D culture

Some participants felt that technical/trade training had not kept pace with
the pace of reform in the university sector

Several comments were made about how ‘easy it was to move people and
goods around Melbourne’

Yes

No

One participant argued that Australia’s company tax regime, indeed its
general tax arrangements, were lacking in competitiveness notwithstanding
recent reforms.

Participants remarked that Melbourne’s curfew free international airport was
a strategic asset. Nevertheless, Melbourne’s distance from international
markets was seen as a significant problem.

Yes

No

Yes
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Liveable cities and regions with the
capacity to attract and hold a highly
skilled workforce.

Presence of globally recognised
business clusters, engaging in high
levels of international exports and
facilitating strong inward investment.

The accumulation of historic wealth.

•

•

•
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A tolerant culture open to new ideas.

•

Melbourne was seen to enjoy a very high level of liveability in terms of
employment opportunities, cultural diversity, recreational opportunities and
quality environments within the city and within easy reach of the city.
Some participants felt that Melbourne lacked an ‘export culture’. More
generally, participants lamented the lack of co-ordination between key
industry players, Government, the unions and the community, to build
world competitive ‘business clusters’. Victoria’s and Australia’s retreat from
an active industry policy aimed at building and protecting core competencies
in manufacturing in particular was seen to be inhibiting the emergence of
internationally recognised business clusters. Participants referred to the
need to support ‘strategic industries’, to lift the level of intra-governmental
co-ordination and the imperative to establish ‘centres of excellence’.

Yes

Yes

No

Melbourne’s cultural diversity was seen to support a strong propensity for
creativity.

Yes
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The forum also identified some additional strengths and weaknesses
as follows:
Strengths
• The relative cohesiveness of the Melbourne community.
• The English language base of the Australian economy.
• Melbourne's rich multicultural base.
Weaknesses
• Leadership could be improved in terms of marketing what
Melbourne has to offer.
• Perceptions of a poor industrial relations record in Victoria.
• Cost of access to broadband.
• Perceptions of a vulnerable electricity supply system.

Opportunities and Threats
According to comments made by forum participants, opportunities for
Melbourne include:
•

•
•

The Commonwealth Games, major events such as the Grand Prix
and other tourism attractions, especially in an environment that is
likely to see continuing weakness in the Australian dollar. Such
events are excellent avenues for marketing and promotion, as
evidenced by the success of the Sydney Olympics;
Producing content for Internet and other electronic publishing
media taking advantage of the city’s strength in creativity, the arts
and design;
Aviation industries given the curfew free airport and established
training and development infrastructure.

Apart from the negative publicity associated with industrial disputes,
and concerns regarding a lack of a business cluster 'culture',
participants identified the following threats to Melbourne's ongoing
prosperity:


Complacency; and



Lack of clear direction (a role potentially for the Metropolitan
Strategy);

Participants felt that the State Government needs to make clear public
decisions regarding its willingness to facilitate investment. This would
be evidenced by:


Enticing strategic industry decision makers to locate operations in
Melbourne;
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Removing investment constraints (i.e. complexity of regulation and
procedures);



Facilitating public private partnerships aimed at building industry
centres of excellence and supporting their ongoing
competitiveness.
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BUSINESS CLUSTERS: A KEY ISSUE FOR THE
METROPOLITAN STRATEGY
Perhaps the strongest message received from the forum was
Melbourne's weakness in terms of the 'competitiveness driver'
characterised in the original framework as;
Presence of globally recognised business clusters,
engaging in high levels of international exports and
facilitating strong inward investment.
The concept of 'business clusters' and how they might be advanced
through the DoI's strategic planning effort deserves special discussion
here. This is not to suggest that the other themes identified in the
original report (livability, efficient transport systems, secure power
supplies etc) should be less of a priority in the development of the
metropolitan strategy. Rather it reflects both the strong sentiments of
the forum and the emergent literature which suggests that those
regions that can harness 'cluster power' are most likely to succeed.
The remainder of this paper is therefore dedicated to an exposition of
the role and nature of clusters, and how policy can be deployed to
nurture them. This material draws heavily from recent SGS work in
the business clusters field.

What are Business Clusters?
‘A cluster allows each member benefits as if it had
greater scale or as if it had joined others without
sacrificing its flexibility.’ (Porter, 1998).
There is a degree of confusion in the policy literature regarding how
the economic concept of clustering fits with the land use planning
concept of the “business precinct”, with economic classification
techniques such as the “industrial sector”, and other economic
production arrangements i.e. "networking".
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This can be attributed, at least to some extent, to the broad range of
economic theory that converges on discussions of economic space1, all
of which proclaim the benefits of proximity or industrial co-location.
Perhaps the best way to distinguish the often confused concepts is to
contrast each against what are generally accepted to be the key
elements of cluster definitions (van Dijk, 1997) i.e.: geographic
concentration; similar firm activity; supporting and complimentary
firm activity and infrastructure; and active channels of co-operation
within the geographic concentration (see Table below).
The relationship between industry clusters and related concepts.

Related Concept
Business precincts
Industry sectors
Networks of
production
Industry clusters

Geographic
concentration

Similar firm
operation

Supporting and
complementary
firm activity and
infrastructure

Active channels
of co-operation

✓

✓

✓

sometimes

Х

✓

Х

Х

Х

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

The notion of business precincts stems from the town planning and
urban development perspective of the world. Generally speaking,
precincts are either planned developments or naturally occurring
concentrations of businesses that have a particular focus within a tight
geographic space. Examples might include technology or industrial
parks, retail shopping centres or strip developments, or adjacent
institutional development in the health, education, recreation or civic
functional realms.
Precincts are driven by the need to plan and maintain the physical
infrastructure (inc. landscape, transport, building and other
infrastructures) that forms the urban product, which aims to provide
users with an efficient and amenable system of interaction and
operation.

1 Including

transaction cost, industry location, economic growth and
agglomeration theory, not to mention Michael Porter’s great insights in
regional competitive advantage.
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Although precincts are concentrations of business, they are not
‘clusters’, as they do not necessarily have active channels of cooperation within the precinct.
Industry sectors refer to a “horizontally defined” economic activity.
They include operators that are involved in the same or similar lines of
business, usually described well by standard industrial classifications.
The location of firms within an industrial sector may not imply the
existence of supporting or complementary links between their firms
and institutions or the existence of, or potential for, active channels of
co-operation.
Networks of production, which often rely on strategic alliances between
firms and between firms and institutions, are closely related to
clustering.
Some would argue that networks are a “post modern” view of
clustering, in that it has all the elements of clustering that are argued to
boost competitive advantage, without the need for propinquity.
Arguably, the increased capacity of business to communicate and
therefore to co-operate via information and communication
technologies has removed the need for businesses to co-locate.
But, this view ignores the social mechanisms in which business cooperation is often initiated and maintained, and it understates the
transaction costs involved in those processes i.e. it understates the
value of, and the positive impact proximity has on, personal intermediation (Granovetter, 1985).
In 1995, the California Economic Strategy Panel (CESP) made clear its
view that local ties continued to be important, even in industries such
as multimedia, which extensively utilises information and
communications technologies for product development, marketing
and delivery:
“Some industry observers have predicted that multimedia, like the
Internet, will be geography-independent because location is
irrelevant; and that the Internet, through the World Wide Web and
other innovations, will become the centre of multimedia innovation.
However, many people in the industry are recognising that economic
regions are becoming more important than ever in shaping new
industries, primarily due to the importance of strong professional and
inter-firm relationships and the importance of reduced transaction
costs (e.g. the costs associated with accessing talent, technology,
capital, specialised communications infrastructure, and specialised
suppliers)”.
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As previously mentioned, various trains of economic thought converge
at the clustering concept. Though one definition is not universally
accepted, Rosenfeld’s is commonly used. It contains all the definitional
elements surveyed by van Dijk (1997):
“A geographically bounded concentration of similar, related or
complementary businesses, with active channels for business
transactions, communications and dialogue, that share specialised
infrastructure, labour markets and services, and that are faced with
common opportunities and threats” (Rosenfeld, 1997, p.10).
In terms of the related concepts, an industry cluster can be located
within, or at least centred in a business precinct, though this is
certainly not a necessity.
Clusters may revolve around the notion of industrial sectors, as they
must have a concentration of similar firms, the sector classifications
often providing the means for defining similarity in operation. But
notions of shared infrastructure and common opportunities will often
mean that clusters will involve firms drawing from a wide variety of
industrial sectors.

Geographic Scope
Given that their definitional elements include specialised
infrastructures, labour markets and services it seems reasonable to
approach clusters from a metropolitan regional level.
Yet it is important to realise that the geography of relevance will be
different for each cluster. Anderson (1994) argued that a cluster could
span “an area as wide as it needs to” to gain access to the resources
and skills necessary for production. In his work within the US,
Anderson found that such an area was usually a metropolitan area that
housed a population of at least 500,000 people.
Jacobs and de-Jong (1992) in their study of clustering in the
Netherlands also concluded that the geographic area of relevance was
cluster-specific. Furthermore, they concluded that the geographic
scope may be regional national, or indeed international.
Geographic scope is thus another means by which clusters can be
differentiated from business precincts and other planned physical
developments. With clusters the linkages between the relevant firms
drive the area of relevance, whereas with precincts, the physical
boundaries of an urban product stipulate that area.
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Economic Benefits of Clustering
The economic benefits of clustering have been proclaimed since the
early work of Alfred Marshall (1920), though groupings of economic
activity have been noted for centuries.
The recent attention to clustering can be attributed to the work of
Michael Porter (1990), who documented the relationship between
competitiveness and endowments, cultures and interactions in local
economies.
Neither Porter’s work, nor that of others (le Veen, 1998) establishes an
indisputable causal link between clustering processes and economic
growth. However, Porter documented numerous examples of regional
inter-relationships to support his postulations. Furthermore, modellers
of economic growth (Romer, 1986) are now placing greater emphasis
on the increasing returns associated with innovation, technological
change and knowledge accumulation which tend to be linked to
location (Bureau of Industry Economics, 1993).
In this context the economic benefits that are associated with both colocated (or agglomerated) and clustered firms include better:
•
•
•
•
•
•

access to employees, suppliers and other firms;
access to specialised institutions and associated information;
complementarity, for example, when a visit to a major tourism
attraction is complemented by side trips to other attractions;
access to infrastructure including institutions and public goods;
availability of ancillary support services; and
costs of communication and transport (Marshall, 1920 Scott, 1988).

Also, co-location exposes firms to better business practices by their
neighbours. This can act as a spur to greater efficiency, partly because
it allows better comparison of operations and therefore better
performance measurement and motivation of staff. Firms can also lift
their performance simply to maintain their reputation within the local
business community.
However, some geographically co-located firms, while ‘clustered’ in
the physical sense, do not fall within the common definitions of
industry clusters, as the constituent firms and institutions fail to cooperate. That co-operation underlies economic benefits over and above
agglomeration economies.
The essential element delineating a ‘cluster’ from mere co-locations is
the social infrastructure that facilitates the building of co-operative
business linkages. This incorporates the processes between people that
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establish networks, norms and social trust and facilitate co-ordination
and co-operation for mutual benefit (after Cox, 1995).
Effectively, a cluster requires social interaction, trust and a shared
vision in order to create the dynamism of competitiveness and
innovation (le Veen, 1998) that have been argued to be important
determinants of regional prosperity (Porter, 1991 Nasbitt 1994,
McKinsey & Co, 1994).
Social infrastructure allows firms within the cluster to tap into
competitively valuable assets. Without such relationships (or
linkages), co-located firms cannot fully take advantage of their
location, as they fail to exploit collaborative opportunities in
innovation, technology diffusion, research & development and other
capacity building processes.
There is no clear boundary that indicates where the benefits from colocation end and the benefits from co-operative business relationships
begin. However, what is known is that naturally-occurring co-locations
of firms offer a propitious physical environment for competitive
advantage development.
Porter (1990), on the one hand, argues that clusters develop among colocated firms largely because local competitive pressures ultimately
drive selective co-operation, which, in turn, enables specialisation and
innovative responses. On the other hand, Rosenfeld and others
attribute cluster development more to a collaborative culture involving
the sharing of information, knowledge and support. It seems likely
that both forces are at work, to greater or lesser extent, in specific
successful clusters.

Nurturing Clusters
The goal or purpose of cluster policy is enhanced regionally
prosperity. To this end, the objectives of cluster policy are simply to
have:
•
•
•

more participants in a cluster;
better performing members; and
better linkages between those members.

Policies to nurture clusters must not only be adapted to the cultures of
the locality, and the relevant industries, but also to the culture of
government. Roelandt (1998) in an analysis of the cluster policies in
the OECD member nations found that cluster strategies differ between
countries depending on national traditions and cultures in policy
making, the way dialogue between industry, research and government
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has been instituted, the scale and scope of economic activity, the level
and style of intervention that is tolerated and the composition and
technology of economic activities. Moreover, the policy approaches
vary according to the nature of the problems and opportunities that
are being addressed.
Nevertheless, Roelandt identified a general framework for successful
cluster policy development. Key elements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a stable and predictable economic and political climate;
Create favourable framework conditions for smooth and dynamic
markets;
Create a context that encourages innovation and upgrading by
organising a challenging economic vision for the region;
Raise awareness of the benefits of knowledge exchange and
networking;
Provide support and appropriate incentive schemes for
collaboration and network brokers and intermediaries who bring
actors together;
Act as a facilitator and moderator of networking and knowledge
exchange;
Facilitate an arena for informal and formal exchange of knowledge;
Set up competitive programmes and projects for collaborative
research and development; and
Provide strategic information (projections, scenarios and strategic
cluster studies).

Many of these policy strategies need to be addressed at a macro level.
However, considerable progress can be made through action by local
and regional bodies.
One approach is to consider the barriers to effective clustering in order
to find solutions within local government’s domain. The Table below
indicates a variety of system imperfections that can act as a barrier to
effective clustering, and indicates the policy responses for particular
countries. The references to Australia are bold. Not only has Australia
adopted relatively few cluster policies, but those policies are at a macro
level. This suggests considerable potential for local and state level
activity.
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Cluster-based policy responses in OECD countries
System
imperfection
Inefficiently
functioning markets
Information failures

Limited interaction
between actors in
innovation systems

Policy response

Countries

Competition policy and regulatory reform

Most countries, including
Australia
Sweden, Denmark, the
Netherlands
Canada, Denmark, Finland, the
Netherlands, USA
Australia, Denmark, the
Netherlands.
Austria, Denmark, Finland, USA,
the Netherlands, UK, Sweden,
Germany
Belgium, Finland, UK, USA, the
Netherlands
Australia, Belgium, Denmark,
Finland Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, the Netherlands,
Germany
Spain, Finland, Sweden
Denmark, Sweden
Spain, Switzerland
Austria, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark
Most countries
Canada
Denmark, Finland, Canada
Canada, the Netherlands
Canada, the USA

Technology foresight programmes
Strategic market information and strategic
cluster studies
Broker and networking agencies and
schemes
Provide platforms for constructive dialogue
Facilitating co-operation in networks
(cluster development schemes)

Institutional
mismatches
between (public)
knowledge
infrastructure and
market needs

Joint industry-research centres of excellence
Facilitating joint industry-research
corporations
Human capital development
Technology transfer programmes

Missing demanding
customers
Government failure

Public procurement policy
Privatisation
Get out of subsidy business
Horizontal policy making
Public consultancy
Downsizing government interference

While, there is no single best policy approach that will be optimal in all
cultural contexts, Roelandt provides the following guidelines to avoid
some pitfalls:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cluster creation should be driven by market led initiatives, rather
than by the government;
Direct subsidy of industries should be avoided as it limits rivalry;
Intervention should only be in response to clear market failure, and
then only when such intervention will improve the situation;
Government should act as a catalyst or broker bringing together
interested parties in an environment with incentives for innovation
and clustering, rather than set the agenda;
Cluster policy should not ignore small and emerging clusters; nor
should it focus only on ‘classic’ and existing clusters;
Clustering should not be an extension of traditionally defensive
industrial policy to support declining industry; and
Clusters should not be created from scratch.
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Cultural Change
To the extent that cluster policy aims to change the culture of a location
or of an industry, it is a long term objective that requires commitment
and persistence. Ideally, a range of complementary policies with
various time lines would be developed. Such a range may be:
•

At the outset, the cluster needs to be made aware of itself, its
opportunities, limitations and the social context of its operations.
This is crucial because most parties to latent clusters may not be
aware of the cluster and the role that it plays in their success. This
would involve seminars, workshops and other opportunities to
demonstrate the potential for social relations.

•

In the short term (1-2 years), it may be possible to attract outside
investment targeted to meet identified gaps in the local clusters. A
company capable of filling such a gap would find a ready market,
suitable skill base, and willing collaborators. Finding appropriate
firms is a marketing issue. Another policy for the short term
would be to help small firms gain accreditation or to bid jointly for
contracts.

•

In the medium term (2-5 years), policies could aim to strengthen
the competitiveness of existing clusters. Such policies could
include strengthening core competencies through the
establishment of training facilities, or establishing incubators for
spin-off developments.

•

In the long term, policies to develop connections between clusters
may be implemented. This may be most important at the regional
level, where the interplay of clusters provide enhanced options as
the insights and skills from various fields merge and spark new
businesses and further innovation. In fact, the Cairns Regional
Development Committee (1998) argues that:
“The potential for success of any cluster will be defined by its ability
to create growth synergies with other clusters; sharing and building
on such features as the marketing intelligence base, transport skills
bases, complementarities of service provision, and opportunities for
united efforts to create and expand infrastructure. The export service
industries will not grow in isolation. Their growth prospects are
directly dependent on what is happening in the broader FNQ
economy, and the opportunities created in relation to the Region's
major industries”.

Strategies to promote inter-cluster synergies would include the
creation of industry based think tanks to look at commonalities and
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parallels in operations. Long term policies to facilitate the creation or
attraction of new industries may also include the establishment of an
attractive physical, cultural and business environment. As the
information and telecommunications revolution improves
communication capacity of all areas, and as industry becomes
increasingly knowledge rather than resource based the choice of
location will increasingly depend on the attractiveness of the
environment.

Role of the Metropolitan Strategy
It is abundantly clear from the literature and a review of clustering
experience around the world, that the development of effective, export
oriented clusters requires action on a wide variety of fronts, including
a number of policy dimensions that can be effectively managed in an
'aspatial' framework. These might include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taxation and fiscal policy treatment of R&D;
Intellectual property laws;
Technical and trade training;
Export promotion;
Telecommunications policy; and
Entrepreneurship and industry leadership programs.

The metropolitan strategy for Melbourne must be built on a sound
understanding of such policy fields. The strategy may well play an
agenda setting role in some of these areas, for example, the need to
accelerate broadband access in key activity centres.
Nurturing effective clusters also has an undoubted spatial dimension,
albeit that the links between 'clustered' firms in a geographic context
are often more complex than the benefits arising from simply being
neighbours.
It is beyond the brief for this study to make a comprehensive
assessment of Melbourne's key 'spatial' infrastructure for clusters.
However, the following map highlights some assets which appear to
have obvious strategic significance in building strong clusters for
Melbourne and Victoria.
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CONCLUSIONS
We conclude from the forum and the briefings which took place prior
to it that;
•
•
•

•

The analytical framework of competitiveness drivers set out in the
original study is robust.
The assessment of Melbourne's strengths and weaknesses
developed in that study is generally reliable.
Some additional areas of weakness could include; a failure to
capitalise on Melbourne's multicultural base, poor marketing of
what Melbourne has to offer and perceptions of unreliable power
and labour supplies.
Development of a 'business cluster' culture should be a high
priority issue for Government, including the formulation of the
metropolitan strategy.
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